4184 Colfax Ave.
Studio City, CA. 91604
Phone: (818) 506-9300
Fax: (818) 506-9763
http://www.surrogacyprogram.com/

Surrogate Mother Compensation- effective 11/1/2017
Compensation Provided by Intended Parents


Estimate Only. Compensation may vary depending upon your specific circumstances.
The following benefits are paid through the Intended Parents escrow account.

Surrogate Mother Compensation Package
Surrogate Fee




1st time surrogate mother fee: $40,000
Surrogates carrying twins will receive an additional
$7,500 for the twin pregnancy.
$2,500 C-section fee




IVF Transfer $1,500 per transfer
Cycle Allowance $400




8 months at $200 for singleton
8 months at $300 for twins
st
Starts on the 1 or 15 the month after confirmation of
pregnancy by blood test



Paid after first trimester

$40,000

IVF Transfer Fee
$1,500
$400

Pregnancy Allowance


$1,600

Maternity Clothing Allowance
$1,000

Surrogate Support Group Meeting Allowance


2 meetings at $100 per meeting



$1,000 to be divided up between surrogate’s children
equally



$500 to be spent on a vacation or amusement park trip
for Surrogate and her family after the delivery

$200

Gift for Surrogate’s Children’s Education
$1,000

Vacation/Amusement Park Tickets Gift
$500

After Birth Childcare


$60/day up to $300/week



$100/week



Compensation for lost wages will vary based on actual
salaries for the surrogate mother

$600-$1,000
After Birth Housekeeping
$200-$400
Lost Wages -Surrogate
varies

Lost Wages -Spouse


Generally the spouse gets anywhere from 7-10 days of
lost wages to take when he wants throughout the entire
pregnancy. Spouse’s lost wages cap of $1,500

$1,500

Total Estimated Value of Compensation Package for a
first time surrogate (excluding surrogates lost wages
and extra bedrest):

$48,500 & up






All medical bills and insurance premiums are paid by the Intended Parents.
Ofcourse childcare and housekeeping are provided if a surrogate is on bedrest
Although we can never give you enough to equal the measure of the gift you are
giving, we like to spoil you with in home dinners, a pregnancy pillow and other
comfort gifts.

